to the above equations may possess a free boundary. In the radially symmetric case, if r * (h) = inf{r > R : u(r) = 0} < ∞, we call this the radius of the free boundary; otherwise there is no free boundary. We normalize the diffusion coefficient A to be on unit order, consider the convection vector field B to be on order r m , m ∈ R, pointing either inward (−) or outward (+), and consider the reaction coefficient Λ to be on order r −j , j ∈ R. For both the Neumann boundary case and the Dirichlet boundary case, we show for which choices of m, (±) and j a free boundary exists, and when it exists, we obtain its growth rate in h as a function of m, (±) and j. These results are then used to study the free boundary in the non-radially symmetric case. ∇u ·n = −h on ∂D; u = 0 on ∂B n , with B n denoting the ball of radius n centered at the origin. Existence for (1.3) will be shown in section 2 by the method of upper and lower solutions. Uniqueness for (1.3), the nonnegativity of u n and the fact that u n is increasing in n all follow from a standard maximum principle argument for semi-linear equations. From these facts, we obtain uniqueness for the solution to (1.2) . The maximum principle shows that u n attains its maximum on ∂D. Thus, we also obtain existence for (1.2) if the sequence {u n (x)} ∞ n=1 is point-wise bounded for x ∈ ∂D. The solution to (1.2) also attains its maximum on ∂D.
Introduction and Statement of Results

Let
When d = 3, u can be thought of as the equilibrium quantity of a reactant after having undergone a long period of L-diffusion and convection with sublinear p-th power absorption with absorption coefficient Λ in an exterior domain which is being supplied with the reactant via a normal boundary flux h, and where complete and instantaneous absorption occurs far away.
Note that the convection term in L has been written as − Existence for (1.5) will be shown in section 2 by the method of upper and lower solutions. Uniqueness for (1.5), the nonnegativity of v n and the fact that v n is increasing in n all follow from a standard maximum principle argument for semi-linear equations. From these facts, we obtain uniqueness for the solution to (1.4) . The maximum principle shows that v n attains its maximum on ∂D. Since v n = h on ∂D, we conclude that {v n (x)} ∞ n=1 is point-wise bounded for x ∈ D, and thus v(x) ≡ lim n→∞ v n (x) is the unique solution to (1.4). son that this can occur is that when the solution gets small, the absorption term is still relatively large since p ∈ (0, 1).
The free boundary for equation (1.4) in the case that the domain is not an exterior domain, but rather a bounded domain or an infinite slab, has been investigated by numerous authors. In many of these papers, the boundary value h is fixed at 1 (the solution is interpreted as a concentration level of a reactant), the absorption coefficient Λ is a constant λ, and one studies the critical value λ * such that the solution v = v λ satisfies inf v λ > 0 if λ < λ * and inf v λ = 0 if λ ≥ λ * . For λ ≥ λ * , the region where v ≡ 0 is known as the "dead core." See, for example, [1] [2], [3] , [6] .
For equations (1.2) and (1.4), the existence and the location of a free boundary depend on the operator L, on the reaction term Λ and on the boundary term h. In this paper we study this dependence.
In order to investigate the free boundary quantitatively, we will first and foremost consider the radially symmetric case. This is the case in which D = B R , h is a constant, Λ(x) depends only on |x| and L is of the form
When L is of the above form, we will call it a radially symmetric operator.
The results obtained for the radially symmetric case will be used to obtain results for the general case. We denote by L the radial part of L; that is
where B(r) =B(r) −
. In the radially symmetric case, by uniqueness, the solutions to (1.2) and (1.4) are radial, and thus (1.2) for a function u(x) and (1.4) for a function v(x) reduce to the following equations for functions u(r) and v(r) respectively, where r = |x|:
where h > 0 is a constant, Λ = Λ(r) and L is as in (1.6). We call B the radial convection vector field. As before, by minimal we mean that u = lim n→∞ u n and v = lim n→∞ v n , where for large n, u n and solves (1.9)
and v n solves (1.10)
For the radially symmetric case, we define
If r * N < ∞ (r * D < ∞), we call r * N (r * D ) the radius of the free boundary for (1.7) (for (1.8)). In this case,
, then there is no free boundary. Of course, r * N and r * D depend on the radius R of the open set D = B R , but R is fixed throughout this paper so we suppress this dependence. We write r * N = r * N (h) and r * D = r * D (h) to denote the dependence of the radius of the free boundary on the Neumann or Dirichlet boundary value h. Under the assumption that A, B and Λ have power order growth or decay as r → ∞, we will investigate whether or not r * N (h) and r * D (h) are finite, and in the case that they are finite, we will investigate how the asymptotic behavior of r * N (h) and of r * D (h) as h → ∞ depend on these power orders. Dividing (1.7) by the power order of A allows us to normalize. Thus, in the sequel we will assume that A is bounded and bounded from 0:
It turns out that the asymptotic behavior of r * N (h), and to a bit lesser degree, of r * D (h), depend in a quite interesting and complicated fashion on the sign and power order of B and on the power order of Λ.
Before investigating the behavior of r * N (h) and r * D (h), we present a result which suggests that a solution to (1.7) exists for every operator L as in (1.6), regardless of how strongly outward the convection vector field B might point or how small the reaction coefficient Λ might be.
Let exp (n) (x) denote the nth iterate of e x ; that is, exp (1) (x) = e x and exp (n) (x) = e exp (n−1) (x) , n ≥ 2. Theorem 1. Assume that L is as in (1.6) with A satisfying (1.11). Assume that for some positive integer N , one has B(x) ≤ exp (N ) (x) and Λ(r) ≥ (exp (N ) (r)) −1 . Then the solution to (1.7) exists.
We now turn to our main focus, the question of whether r * N (h) and r * D (h) are finite, and if they are, the asymptotic behavior of r * N (h) and r * N (h) as h → ∞. We begin with the case in which the solutions to (1.7) and (1.8) can be specified explicitly; namely the case that A and Λ are constant and B ≡ 0. One looks for the solution u to (1.7) in the form u(r) = γ(c − r) l .
In order that this solve the differential equation one is led to l = . Thus, the explicit solution is
where the radius of the free boundary r * N (h) is given by
A similar calculation for (1.8) gives
where the radius of the free boundary r * D (h) is given by
Note that when p → 1, we have r * N (h), r * D (h) → ∞, as expected, since there cannot be a free boundary in the linear case. Note also that the smaller p is, the larger the order of the free boundary as a function of h. At first glance this might seem surprising since, for fixed h, the radius of the free boundary approaches ∞ when p → 1. However there are two opposing phenomena at play in p-th order absorption. Where the solution is very small, the p-th order absorption is stronger the smaller p is, however where the solution is large, the p-th order absorption is stronger the larger p is.
Since we are now considering large h, which causes the solutions in both the Neumann and the Dirichlet cases to take on large values, it is this latter phenomenon which causes the order of the radius of the free boundary as h → ∞ to be larger when p is smaller. We now consider convection vector fields B which point outward. We begin with the case in which there is no free boundary for any h and the borderline case where the existence of a free boundary depends on the value of h. Theorem 2. Consider the solutions u to (1.7) and v to (1.8), where L is as in (1.6) with A satisfying (1.11). Let r * N (h) and r * D (h) denote the free boundary radii for u and v respectively. for sufficiently small h; that is r * N (h) = r * D (h) = ∞, for sufficiently large h, and r * N (h), r * D (h) < ∞, for sufficiently small h. ii. Assume that for some K > 0,
for some m > −1, and
then there is no free boundary for any h > 0; that is r *
then there is no free boundary for sufficiently large h and there is a free boundary for sufficiently small h; that is r * N (h) = r * D (h) = ∞, for sufficiently large h, and r * N (h), r * D (h) < ∞, for sufficiently small h.
Remark. It is interesting and a little surprising that there are parameter values for which the existence of a free boundary depends on the boundary value h.
Still considering convection vector fields which point outward, we now turn to the case where there is a free boundary for all h. In the sequel we will write f (r) ≈ g(r) to indicate that there exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such
, for all r.
Theorem 3. Consider the solutions u to (1.7) and v to (1.8), where L is as in (1.6) with A satisfying (1.11). Let r * N (h) and r * D (h) denote the free boundary radii for u and v respectively. Assume that
Also assume that
Remark 1. The theorem shows that the quantity m + j determines the order of the exponent in the radius of the free boundary for both (1.7) and (1.8). For the reason noted in the paragraph after (1.12), the smaller p is, the larger the order of the free boundary as a function of h. Interestingly, for r * N , when p → 0, this order goes to ∞ if m + j ≥ 0 (the regime of less effective absorption), while this order stays bounded if m+j < 0 (the regime of more effective absorption). On the other hand, for r * D , the order always stays bounded when p → 0.
Remark 2. Note that r * N growths faster than r * D .
We now consider convection vector fields B which point inward.
Theorem 4. Consider the solutions u to (1.7) and v to (1.8), where L is as in (1.6) with A satisfying (1.11). Let r * N (h) and r * D (h) denote the free boundary radii for u and v respectively. Assume that B satisfies
with m > −1. Assume that for some N > 0 one has
Remark 1. In contrast to the case in which the convection vector field points outward, when the convection vector field points inward on a power order larger than r −1 , the order of the radius of the free boundary is insensitive to the power order of the reaction coefficient.
Remark 2. Note that at logarithmic orders, r * N growths at the same rate as r * D . In light of Theorem 5 below, we suspect that in fact r * D grows faster than r * N . See Remark 2 after Theorem 5.
It turns out that the asymptotic behavior of r * N (h) is very sensitive to small changes in the convection vector field B when the convection vector field points inward and is on the order 1 r . This sensitivity does not hold for r * D (h). For this case, we present a result only in the case that the reaction coefficient is on unit order. Let r * N (h) and r * D (h) denote the free boundary radii for u and v respectively. Define Remark 2. Note that r * N growths faster than r * D when µ ∈ (0, 1), but r * D growths faster than r * N when µ > 1. When the convection vector field B points outward, Theorem 3 shows that r * N growths faster than r * D , while when the convection vector field B points inwards at a power order larger than r −1 , Theorem 4 shows that at logarithmic order, r * N and r * D grow at the same rate. Now Theorem 5 shows that for a small band of inward pointing convection vector fields B whose power order is r −1 , that is, whose strength and direction fall between those considered in Theorems 3 and 4, r * N grows faster for the ones that point inward more weakly and r * D grows faster for the ones that point inward more strongly. This would suggest that in fact r * D grows faster than r * N for the inward convection vector fields of Theorem 4.
We now consider the general non-radially symmetric case. Now h is a function defined on ∂D instead of being a constant. For our final two theorems below, we will write this function in the form hh 0 , where h 0 is a continuous, strictly positive function on ∂D, and h > 0 is a parameter. For equations (1.2) and (1.4), we define the free boundary inner radii r * ,− N (h) and r * ,− D , and the free boundary outer radii r * ,+ N (h) and r * ,+
Recall that a subset D ⊂ R d satisfying 0 ∈ D is called star-shaped with respect to 0 if the line segment connecting 0 to x is entirely contained in D,
We begin by considering the d-dimensional Laplacian in a general domain.
Using Theorem 5, we will prove the following result. 
Remark. As an addendum to Remark 2 after Theorem 5, note that in one dimension, r * ,± N grow faster than r * ,± D , in two dimensions, r * ,± N and r * ,± D grow on the same power order, and in three dimensions or higher, r * ,± D grow faster than r * ,± N .
We now consider non-radially symmetric operators. For an operator L as in (1.1), defined on all of R d , define
Analogous to (1.11), we normalize by requiring the diffusion matrix a to satisfy (1.18)
For the next theorem, we will use the following terminology. If f ≈ g, we say that F satisfies the upper (lower) bound satisfied by f if F (r) ≤ cg(r) (F (r) ≥ cg(r)), for all r and some c > 0.
The theorem below converts the results of Theorems 1-4 to results for the non-radially symmetric case. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the theory of upper and lower solutions, and deal with a technical issue that arises with regard to the construction of such solutions. In section 3, we give a quick proof of Theorem 1 by constructing a simple upper solution. In section 4 we first give the rather delicate and involved proof of Theorem 3, by constructing appropriate upper and lower solutions. Then we use that proof to give a quick proof of Theorem 2. In section 5 we construct fairly simple upper and lower solutions to prove Theorem 4. In section 6, we construct upper and lower solutions of a different sort than what has been constructed so far to prove Theorem 5. In section 7 we prove Theorems 6 and 7 by constructing appropriate upper and lower solutions with the help of the radially symmetric upper and lower solutions already constructed.
Existence and Comparison Via the Method of Upper and
Lower Solutions
A standard application of the maximum principle for semi-linear equations shows that if there is a solution u n to (1.3) and V + n is an upper solution (V − n is a lower solution), then u n ≤ V + n (u n ≥ V − n ). The corresponding statement also holds for solutions v n to (1.5). A fundamental result states that if there exist an upper solution V + n and a lower solution V − n to (1.3) ( to (1.5)) such that V − n ≤ V + n , then in fact there exists a solution u n to (1.3) (v n to (1.5)) [5] .
Of course, the radially symmetric equations (1.9) and (1.10) are particular cases of (1.3) and (1.5) respectively. In the sections that follow, we will construct radially symmetric upper and lower solutions V + n , V − n to (1.9) and (1.10), satisfying V − n ≤ V + n . This will prove existence of the solution u n to (1.9) and the solution v n to (1.10) and also give upper and lower bounds on u n and v n . In fact, these upper and lower bounds will be independent of n for sufficiently large n; thus they will also provide upper and lower bounds for the solutions u and v to (1.7) and (1.8). In the last section, these radially symmetric upper and lower solutions are used to construct appropriate upper and lower solutions for (1.3) and (1.5), under the additional assumption that D is star-shaped in the case of (1.3). This will give existence and upper and lower bounds for the general case.
We deal here with one technical issue that will arise in the construction of the radially symmetric upper and lower solutions. We will construct radially symmetric upper and lower solutions in the following form. Let 0 < R < c, let l > 1 and let f ± : [R, c] → (0, ∞) be smooth functions. Consider the
Since l > 1, it follows that V is a C 1 -function on [r, ∞); however, since we have not assumed that l > 2, V is not necessarily C 2 at r = c. We wish to show that the maximum principle for semi-linear equations still holds.
(We illustrate this with regard to the solution u n to (1.9); the same thing holds with regard to the solution v n to (1.10).) Namely, if n > c and u n is a solution to (1.9), we wish to show that if
c does not depend on n, letting n → ∞ in the above inequalities will then give
where u is the solution to (1.7). Now (2.1) implies that r * (h) ≥ c while (2.2)
implies that r * (h) ≤ c.
Nothing extra needs to be done in the first case. Indeed, since V − c is a C 2 -function on [R, c) and vanishes continuously at c, it follows from the maximum principle for semi-linear equations that
. Now consider the second case. Since V + c −u n is C 2 on [R, n] except at c, it follows by the maximum principle for semi-linear equations that either 
Note that U ′ (R) = −h. We will show that for an appropriate choice of γ > 0, U will satisfy LU ≤ ΛU p . Thus, U will be an upper solution for (1.9), for all n. Since 0 is a lower solution, this proves that a solution to (1.7) exists.
Recalling (1.11), we have (3.1)
We have
Since sup r≥R F 3 (r)e 
Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
We first prove Theorem 3. Then we prove Theorem 2, which will follow from the proof of Theorem 3 after making minor revisions.
Proof of Theorem 3. We present the proof for r * N . Upon its completion, we explain how the proof for r * D follows from the proof for r * N . For the solution u n to (1.9), we look for upper and lower solutions in the form
where c > R, l > 1 and f > 0 is smooth. From the discussion in section 2, we may ignore the fact that V might not be C 2 at r = c. We emphasize that f, c and l will not depend on n, and thus V will be independent of In order that V be an upper or lower solution to (1.9), it must satisfy a differential inequality in [R, n] corresponding to the differential equation, and a differential inequality at R corresponding to the boundary condition.
Substituting V into the differential equation in (1.9), it follows that in order that V be an upper solution for all large n, f must satisfy the differential inequality (4.2)
and in order that V be a lower solution for all large n, f must satisfy the above differential inequality with the direction of the inequality reversed.
Substituting V into the boundary condition in (1.9), it follows that in order that V be an upper solution, f must satisfy the boundary differential inequality (4.3)
and that in order that V be a lower solution, f must satisfy the above boundary differential inequality with the direction of the inequality reversed.
We are interested in this inequality for large h. As noted, we will consider c to be a function of h. The function f will depend on h only through its dependence on c. The parameter l will be chosen independent of h and c.
We consider f in the form
The values θ, γ, δ and L will be chosen independent of c. The inequality 
it follows that the radius of the free boundary r * (h) satisfies
We assume now that A ≈ 1, B(r) ≈ r m and Λ(r) ≈ r −j , where m > −1 and m + j < 1. After dealing with this situation, we will explain how to deal with the case that 0 ≤ B(r) = O(r −1 ) and Λ ≈ r j with j < 2. Thus, we assume that there exist positive constants C 1 , C 2 such that C 1 ≤ A ≤ 
Similarly, we will get a lower solution if the above inequality with the direction of the inequality reversed and with the roles of C 1 and C 2 reversed holds for all large c.
Multiplying both sides of (4.7) by θ −p r k+2 (c − r)c δ , we rewrite it as (4.8) 
For a lower solution we need
Now consider r = αc for some α ∈ (0, 1). The left hand side is on the order c m+2+k and the right hand side is on the order c (1−p)δ+1−(1−p)l+k+2−j .
Thus, for an upper solution we need
while for a lower solution we need
We have skipped over the transition range between r = O(1) and r = αc.
If one substitutes r = c β for some β ∈ (0, 1), and makes an analysis of the orders of the left hand and right hand sides (similar to the analysis we make below in the case r = c − c −β ), one finds that if (4.9) and (4.11) hold, then the order of the left hand side is less than or equal to that of the right hand side, while if (4.10) and (4.12) hold, then the order on the left hand side is greater than or equal to that of the right hand side. We leave this to the reader. Thus, no additional restriction on the parameters is necessary to deal with this range of r.
Consider now the case that r → c. On the other hand, the resulting limit on the left hand side will be of larger or equal order to that of the right hand side if (1 − p)δ − j ≤ 0. Thus, for an upper solution, we need (4.13)
while for a lower solution we need (4.14)
Finally we consider the case that r is close to c. It is enough to con- Putting everything together, we see that in order to have an upper solution, it suffices for the parameters to satisfy (4.9), (4.11), (4.13) and (4.15).
Recall that we have assumed that m > −1 and that m + j < 1. We choose
In order to have a lower solution, it it suffices for the parameters to satisfy (4.10), (4.12), (4.14) and (4.16). We choose
Thus, recalling the discussion ending at (4.6), it follows that (4.6) holds. If m + j ∈ [0, 1), then
Parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem now follow from (4.6), (4.19) and (4.20).
We now turn to the case that 0 ≤ B(r) = O(r −1 ) and Λ ≈ r j with j < 2.
For the upper solution, the worst case for the drift is B(r) = C 2 r , so we will need to consider (4.8) with m = −1, while for the lower solution, the worst case for the drift is B(r) = 0, so we will need to consider (4.8) (with the inequality reversed) with the three terms containing m on the left hand side deleted. For the upper bound everything goes through as above, leading to the conclusions (4.9), (4.11), (4.13) and (4.15) with m = −1. For the lower bound, we obtain (4.10), (4.14) and (4.16) as before. However, for the case r = αc with α ∈ (0, 1), the left hand side of (4.8) is on the order c 1+k instead of on the order c 2+m+k -that is, it is as if m = −1. Consequently, we are lead to (4.12) with m set at −1. Thus, our conclusion is as before, but with m set at −1. This concludes the proof for r * N . We now explain how the above calculations also give us the corresponding result for r * D . In order to obtain upper and lower solutions for the solution v n to (1.10), we use the very same form for the test functions V, f as in (4.1) and (4.4), and use the very same choices of l ± , δ ± , L ± . The only difference will be our choice of c = c(h). Thus, the differential inequalities (4.2) and (4.7) will hold when we use l + , δ + , L + , while the reverse inequalities will hold when we use l − , δ − , L − . Instead of the boundary inequality (4.3) and its corresponding reverse inequality, we need the inequality
and its corresponding reverse inequality. Whereas (4.3) led to (4.5), the inequality (4.21) leads to the inequality
Whereas ( we have
Proof of Theorem 2. We first consider r * N . Then we show how the proof for r * N also works for r * D . Virtually all of the work for the proof of this theorem has been done in the proof of Theorem 3. In that theorem we thought of c as c = c(h) with h large. In the present case, we don't think of c as a function of h. For the case m + j > 1, we want to show that for any given h > 0, we can choose c arbitrarily large and find a lower solution V of the form given in (4.1). This will show that r * N (h) ≥ c, for any c, and thus that r * N (h) = ∞. For the case m + j = 1, we want to show that for sufficiently large h, we can choose c arbitrarily large and find a lower solution V of the form given in (4.1), and we want to show that for sufficiently small h, we reversed, as needed for a lower solution. We also need V to solve a boundary differential inequality at R. So when m + j > 1, we need for (4.5) to hold with the inequality reversed, for any fixed h, and for arbitrarily large c, while for m + j = 1, we need for this inequality to hold for sufficiently large h, and for arbitrarily large c. Substituting in (4.5) the values obtained above for l, δ and k = c −L , and reversing the inequality, we obtain the inequality (4.23) 
The left hand side of (4.24) converges to θR −2 when c → ∞; thus (4.24)
holds for sufficiently small h and arbitrarily large c. This completes the proof for r * N . For r * D , the only change is that the boundary inequality required is different. For the case of m + j > 1 or m + j = 1 and h sufficiently large, instead of the boundary inequality (4.5) with the inequality reversed, we need
Substituting the values appearing in the penultimate paragraph above for l − , δ − and k = c −L − , we obtain the inequality and h sufficiently small, we need (4.25) with the inequality reversed; that is,
The left hand side of (4.26) converges to θ(γ + R −1 ) when c → ∞; thus, (4.26) holds for sufficiently small h and arbitrarily large c. This completes the proof for r * D .
Proof of Theorem 4
As with the proofs from the last section, we present the proof for r * N , and then, upon its completion, we explain how the proof for r * D follows from the proof for r * N . For the solution u n to (1.9), we look for upper and lower solutions V in the form (4.1) with l = 
For sufficiently large c, the left hand side of (5.2) is bounded from above by e (2k+1)c m+1 . Thus, for sufficiently large h, (5.2) will hold if we choose
, for an appropriate C 0 > 0. We will now show that we can pick k in the definition of f so that (4.2) holds with l = 2 1−p and with the sign of the inequality reversed. It will then follow that V is a lower solution, and consequently that r * (h) ≥ c(h) = C 0 (log h) 1 m+1 , for large h, thereby proving the lower bound in the theorem.
We have f ′ = −k(m+1)r m f and f ′′ = k 2 (m+1) 2 r 2m f −km(m+1)r m−1 f . By assumption, there exist constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 and N > 0 such that 
The maximum of C 2 r N e −(1−p) 2kc m+1 −kr m+1 over r ∈ [R, c], occurs of course at r = c and is equal to C 2 c N e −(1−p)kc m+1 . Thus, for any k > 0, it follows that for all large c, this last term is no greater than
(1−p) 2 . Thus, in order to obtain (5.3), it suffices to choose k > 0 so that
Since m > −1, clearly the first inequality holds for all sufficiently large k.
Since m > −1, we have 2m > m − 1 and thus the second inequality also holds for sufficiently large k.
We now turn to the upper solution. We consider f in the form f = γe kc m+1 −kR m+1 ≥ h.
For sufficiently large c (depending on k and γ), the left hand side of (5.4) is bounded from below by e The same type of considerations that led to (5.3) show that in order to obtain (4.2), it suffices to obtain the inequality (5.5) Thus, we conclude that the inequality in (5.5) holds for (
On the other hand, for R ≤ r ≤ ( 
Proof of Theorem 5
As with the proofs from the previous two sections, we present the proof for r * N , and then, upon its completion, we explain how the proof for r * D follows from the proof for r * N . For the solution u n to (1.9), we look for upper and lower solutions V in the form (4.1) with l = 
Consider the solution g = g c > 0 to the linear equation
By maximal, we mean that g c = lim n→∞ g c;n , where g c;n satisfies (6.3)
(Note that by the maximum principle, g c;n ≤ 1.) We will show that (6.4) g c is bounded from 0, uniformly in c.
Thus, recalling that Λ is assumed to be bounded and bounded from 0, it follows that by choosing δ > 0 sufficiently small (independent of c), the function f + c = δg c will satisfy (6.1) and the function f − c = δ −1 g c will satisfy (6.1) with the inequality reversed. The boundary flux condition (4.3) for an upper solution then becomes
and for a lower solution it becomes
We will prove that
From (6.5)-(6.7) and the fact that µ > 0, it follows that we can obtain an upper solution for large h by choosing an appropriate c = c(h) with To complete the proof of (6.4) we now show that sup c>R v c (c) < ∞. 
Proofs of Theorems 6 and 7
We will give the proof of the two theorems for the case of r * N . As will be clear from the proof below, the proof for r * D is virtually the same, except that we don't need to assume that D is star-shaped because now the boundary condition does not contain a derivative.
To prove the two theorems, we simply sketch how to convert the upper Using the above facts, it is easy to verify that for each of the various parts of Theorem 7, the condition given there is enough to guarantee that the radial upper and lower solutions constructed for the corresponding Theorem mentioned there work as upper and lower solutions for the non-radial case.
